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David Arrivée CLA Music Assistant Professor 
Alexander M. Bain CLA English Assistant Professor 
Lara Baxley CSAM Chemistry and 
Biochemistry 
Lecturer B 
Sid Benzahra CSAM Physics Lecturer B 
Matthew A. Burd CAGR Animal Science Associate Professor 
Doris Derelian CAGR Food Science and 
Nutrition 
Department Head 
Jap Efendi CBUS Accounting Associate Professor 
Thomas Farris CSAM Physics Lecturer B 
Stephen Hamilton CBUS Economics Associate Professor 
Bing Han CBUS Finance Associate Professor 
Tony Hascall CSAM Chemistry and 
Biochemistry 
Lecturer B 
Brenda M. Helmbrecht CLA English Assistant Professor 
Kenneth Hillers CSAM Biological Sciences Assistant Professor 
Joanne M. Hynes-
Dusel 
CSAM Kinesiology Associate Professor 
Chad E. Immoos CSAM Chemistry and 
Biochemistry 
Assistant Professor 
Xiaomin Jin CENG Electrical Engineering Assistant Professor 
Andrew Kean CENG Mechanical Engineering Assistant Professor 
Robert Ji-Song Ku CLA Ethnic Studies Dept. Chair/ Assoc. 
Myleen Leary CBUS Management Assistant Professor 
Kaveepan Lertwachara CBUS Management Associate Professor 
Yang Liu CBUS Finance Associate Professor 
Todd R. Long CLA Philosophy Assistant Professor 
Shirley Magnusson COE COE Associate Professor 
David D. Marshall CENG Aerospace Assistant Professor 
Heather J. McCarty CLA History Assistant Professor 
Eric A. Mehiel CENG Aerospace Assistant Professor 
Anthony Mendes CSAM Mathematics Assistant Professor 
Saad M. Merayyan CENG CENVE Assistant Professor 
David Mitchell CSAM Physics Lecturer B 
Michael Montoya CAED Construction 
Management 
Lecturer B 
Jose Montelongo LIB Library Assistant Librarian 
George Petersen COE COE Associate Professor 
Lee Allen Pettey CAGR Animal Science Lecturer B (12-month) 
David Pilliod CSAM Biological Sciences Assistant Professor 
Marian Robbins CSAM Mathematics Associate Professor 
Matthew J. Sampson CENG Mechanical Engineering Assistant Professor 
Karl Saunders CSAM Physics Lecturer B 
Arline A. Savage CBUS Accounting Associate Professor 
James M. Widmann CENG Mechanical Engineering Associate Professor 
Guillermo Yanquez CAED Architecture Lecturer B 
Jeffrey A. Jacobs CAGR NRM - Rec Admin Assistant Professor 
Eric Olsen CBUS Industrial Technology Assistant Professor 
Eddy  Quijano CBUS Accounting Associate Professor 
Joseph J. Ragsdale CAED Landscape Arch. Assistant Professor 
Scott K. Reaves CAGR Food Science and 
Nutrition 
Assistant Professor 
Maria Joseph Xavier CBUS Marketing Associate Professor 
 
